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HOLDS

THE

Extension Fanning
By Government Man
Agricultural Classes To Be Instructed
On Scientific Soil Culture And
The Selection of Seeds.
The long anticipated innovation
from antiquated methods of agri
cultural exploitations is about to
be realized in Colfax county, and
before the. year 1913 will have
come to a close, farmers will have
the benefit of the services tendered
by the United States Department
of Agriculture, through its extensión department.
The extension department has a
man, in the person of Mr. Morn
ingtau, on the ground in Colfax
A studv of the statistics of the
county, to assist the farmers in
raising better crops both in quan- length of school terms in this state
tity and quality, and to advise the compiled by the department of pub
tillers of the soil as to the best lic instruction, shows that at least
methods to be employed through- eleven of the counties already have
an average of a
term
out.
and
some have even an average of
Mr. Morningtau is an experienced farmer and completed bis agri- eight months and over.
The average school terms last
cultural training in an agricultural
school, several years ago, since year for 34 of the 36 counties of
when bis services have been sought the state heard from are as follows:
Bernalillo, 7.72 months; Chaves,
and procured by the agricultuial
6.7; Colfax, 8.9; Currv, 6.55; Dona
department.
Of incalculable benefit to the Ana, 8.16; Eddy, 7.96; Grant,8.09;
farmers will be this extension work Guadalupe, 6.14; Lincoln, 7; Luna
(.tried on by the department, and no report; Mora, 6.5; McKinley,
the methods to be employed are 8; Otero, 7.34; Quay, 6.1; Rio Arthose thai will increase the fertili riba, 5.29; Roosevelt, 6.46; Sandoty of the soil, by means of a sys val, 7.37; San Juan, 7.05; San Miten of crop rotation on each (aim. guel, no report; Santa Fe, 5.98:
The selection of proper seeds is Sierra, 6 10; Socorro, 7 33; Taos,
one of the more potent factors to 5.56; Torrance' 6.33; Union. 5.83;
be exploited and, in conjunction Valencia, 7.54.
in reviewing this report, only
with this, the preparation of soil
.ill be vastly considered as well as one county in the stale enjoyed a
longer school term last year than
crop cultivation.
Another important feature of the did CoIíbx countv, that of Dona
extension work is the organizing of Ana county. Colfax county came
classes among the farmers in every in a close second and Grant with
district where illustrated lectures a close third.
The school term in Colfax coun
will be delivered at different interty was 8.9 months for the past year
vals, possibly every two weeks.
The aim of the department is to and it is believed that the present
bring farming to a higher standard term will even be greater than the
so that the farmer wtll receive a one reported.
greater profit for his labors, and
this can only be accomplished by
scientific soil culture.
Another Rumor
Mr. Morningtau who has his
headquarters in Katon, spent sev
That Santa Fe
eral days in this vicinity the first
of the week conversing with farm-erand becoming acquainted with
Will Build On
them.

Colfax Co.

Makes Very

Good Report

seven-mont-

KEYS

Pharmacy

TO

THE

Illustrious Nibs, Santa
Chus, the gentleman with the rein
deer and whiskers, is having a bu
sy time of it these days keeping up
with his correspondence and indi
cations are that if bis mail gets
any heavier he will have to employ
assistants to keep in close touch
whh the kiddies of Cimarron who
have special news to communicate
to him.
Numerous letters have been
mailed by the kiddies to His Royal Highness, Saint Nick, at tbe
local post office, each conveying a
message of love and benevolence.
These letters will be collected by
Santa Clans some time before
Christmas and taken to headquarters where the toys and playthings
are made.
None of these letters will go
astray while in transit and every
Child's wants will be carefully not
ad so that none will be disappoint
ed on Christmas morn.

He Comes Up
Br
Smiling
Charles
Sherman

Pushers

Saturday

and Bakery.

Bureau Rescues Many Lives From
Closed Mines; Extensive Work

By Rescue Stations.

State Gets
Big Money

From Land
The report of State Land Com
missioner R. P. Ervien, which has
been prepared for submission to
Governor McDonald, shows that
since. 1900 the land department has
turned into the state treasury a to-

The saving of human life in tbe
mines, the stooping of millions of
dollars of waste of mineral resources of the country, and an inventory
of the wastes that are continuing
are given important consideration
in the fourth annual report of Dr.
Joseph A. Holmes, director of ihe
United States Bureau of Mines.
made public Monday.
According to Dr. Holmes, the
bureau has recorded its most nota
ble achievement in the rescue of
more than one hundred entombed

miners at different disasters, and
the rescue of many more miners by
volunteers who had been trained
in life saving work by the bureau.
The bureau's influence bas further
tal of $1, 871,457-32- .
Approxiresulted in tbe establishment of
mately
this sum has been rescue
and first-aistations at
paid in since New Mexico became
hundreds of mines throughout tbe
a state.
country, and the director makes
The report shows that at the end tne
statement that the trained resof the last fiscal year there were in
cuers connected with these stations
force 3.436 leases covering 4,891,-77will in the future save the lives of
acres, and 143 contracts to many men.
The total number of
Durchase, covering 159,901 acres.
miners trained by the bureau has
The lands granted the territory now
reached 24,975.
were 5,589,24a acres, under the
Despite tbe efforts of the bureau
statehood' act, 6,569,865 acres, of of mines,
Director Holmes declares
which 9,760,010 acres have been
that the loss of life is far greater
selected and 2,399.427 acres re
than it should be with tbe natural
main to be selected.
To tbe cred hazards of the industry,
and makes
it of the common schools 8,464,000
a plea for more extended investiacres; to water reservoirs, 500,000 gations
on iba part of the governacres; the university, 311,375 ac
ment. ' The humanitarian mores, besides 1,623 acres of saline tives for
undertaking such investilands; the State college, 250,164 gations
are obvious." says the diacres; the railroad bond indebtedrector.
A sufficient economic
ness 1,000,000 acres; while the oth- reason is
that during the past year
er institutions have from 300,000 more
than 3,500 men were killed
acres down to 50,000 acres each.
and more than 100,000 injured in
The reporf shows that the cost the mining
and metallurgical inof maintenance of the state capítol
dustries of the country.
f
during the last two years was $21. of
these fatalities and
700, and of the executive mansion of
the injuries mny be regarded as
approximately 14,500.
easily preventable.
The money
loss from tbe accidents may be estimated at not less than 1 12,
a year, and this loss must be
Ten Thousand
ultimately paid by tbe consumers
of mineral products throughout the
country."
Cars To Go
The necessity for a more exten
sive use of safety applianaes in the
Through County mines is shown by the statement
that in the last five years, through
lack of such appliances, more than
3,500 men have been killed in tbe
mines
and nearly 30,000 seriously
Over ten thousand automobiles
will pass through Colfax countv injured.
during the year 1915 westward to
the Pacific coast where two expositions wilt be in progress. This es
Of P. Election
timate is considered very conserv
ative by those who are in a position to draw limitations in auto
January 11 In
traffic. The traffic will come from
the east and the highways of New
The County
Mexico are a great drawing card to
attract the attention of tourists to
travel tbe Santa Fe Trail route.
Of tbe ten tbonsand cars, it is
Justice of the Peace elections in
reasonably and yet conservatively Colfax county will be held January
certain that not less than
b ir, the second' Monday in the
of that number will tour the
month. No one as vet. in this
Canyon route, the most pic precinct bas been mentioned as a
turesque in the entire southwest. possible candidate for the office.
Limiting the number of passengers and it is not known whether the
to three in each car, who travel tbe present incumbent will be an aspi
canyon route, Cimarron will be the rant for tbe office to succeed himhost to nearly eight thousand vis- self. Tbe county commissioners
itors during the next year. The appointed H. G. Frankenburger, J.
highways will be in good condition T. Lail and Will Lambert as judgior tbis traffic.
es of election in tbis precinct.
one-hal- f

d

3

One-hal-

three-fourt-

hs

000,-00-

a

The following fro.n the New
Mexican is quite interesting, even
Quill
though it must be taken with a
grain of salt:
That the Santa Fe railroad has
Meet In Raton
begun to consider the building of a
main line west via Santa is a good
Next
story which has been bruited about.
It is a story which will prove
mighty interesting to Santa Fe
Saturday, December 19, the people and the project is
not one
quill pushers of northern New beyond reason. The story is
that
Mexico will meet in Raton to per- the Santa Fe will
extend its St.
fect a publishers' organization to Louis, Rocky Mountain and
Paci
supplement the ill feeling that ex- fic line, newly acquired, on from
isted between newspapers for years Ute Park to Taos, thus opening up
and to promote the interests of great mineral and timber counnewspaperdom in northern New try, build from Taos on down
the
Mexico.
west side of the Santa Fe range to
There can be no plausible reason Santa Fe, and thence take a direct
why the publishers of the northern boot to Gallup, cutting off
a big
part of the stale should not organ- mileage and tapping a targe
and
ize and discuss such topics that rich
section without railroad
would have a tendency to alleviate
the leaks in the craft. So (ar as
the News is concerned the Press
Patronize home industry and
Association can rely upon its mor buy your bakery goods
at Weber's I
al and financial support.
Restaurant

COI fay- -

By Mine Bureau

Santa's Visit
Most

OF

Reports Good Work

Anxious For

Many Members
Since the establishment of the
New Mexico Board of Pharmacy,
in April, 1889, 594 pharmacists
have been registered in this state.
This information appears in a report of the board just filed with
Governor McDonald. I bis report
covers the period from July 10,
1913, and shows that the present
board has held two meetings and
has registered 79 pharmacists. The
total receipts of the board in the
period covered were $3,935.38, and
the expenses $3,304.18, leaving a
balance of $631.30.
The report contains a recommendation for an appropriation of
f 1000 yearly, to be used in enforcing the pharmacy law and checking and investigating the state; also a recommendation that the fee
for registration by reciprocity or
under the 30 year clause, be rais
ed from $10 to $15.
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Kiddies Are

Board Has

17, 1914.

"OU

can't keep a good man

down. He had no idea
he'd be kidnapped by a general,
a Wall street raider and the loveliest girl in the world they got
him for a week in a motor, the
wildest, merriest ride bu t i n every
emergency he came up smiling.

A Comedy Novel

Delicately Romantic
which makes a particular appeal to
who love good humor, well
drawn characters, convincing description and wholesome romance.
those

Our Next Serial, Don't Mis It!

J.

one-fou- r'

Cim-arro-

n
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If Grandpapa Were Santa Claus!
1

'.

MISTLETOE

HISTORY

Gathering of Plant Sacred Rite

!..

.

.."........'

in Druidical

Religious

Festivals.
Alao Considered a Potent Remedy for
Ills, a Belief Which Still Exists In
Some of the Remote Placea
of Europe.

decorate our homes with
sprays of mistletoe at Christ
mas time, but few of ua
know the history of It aa a
Pretty
Tuletlde symbol.
girls are kissed under It and
a great deal of fun and nonaense la
carried on apropos of It, but no one
stops to think of bow ancient a decoration it is or how sacred it was
once thought to be.
Almost everybody has n vague
know ledge that the Druids of old had
something to do with the gathering of
mistletoe, but Just what that something was is not clear to the average
K

'

Í

'(B

jjjSP'

if Grandpapa were Sarita Claus, how happy we would be I
When toyshop toil was finished he would take us on each knee.
He'd tell us all his secrets and he'd name the pretty toys
He'd made and kept in hiding for the other girls and boys.
We have a real, live Grandpapa ! He visits us each year,
And he is quite a bosom friend of Santa Claus, 1 hear.
Although he owns no reindeer, and of playthings no great store
If Grandpapa were Santa Claus, we could not love him more
QENE

EMOTIONAL

VALUE

OF

DAY

Christina Spirit AJpjoat Universally
Felt, But What It la Remain a
Mystery

MORGAN.

to Many.

Don't antj Bo
in Holiday

Fire Caution

The emotional vsjup of Christ nias
may be atd to be universally felt.
Do not decorate your Christmas
Something happen at Christmas that.
tree with paper, cotton or flimsy
If only for a day or two, does the
whole world good. What that some-thin- s
Do not sac cotton to represent mow.
Is remains for many a mystery.
A number of persons who feel the
Do not permit children to light
renewing Impulse are like Faum when
i
notes Of the Easter song arrest
tchsa within reach
De net leave
Ala suicidal Intent; they take and
of the children.
con-'
the moment's deliverance and
Do not place Christmas trae near
tlnue to regard tbh source of the boon
window curtains at gas fixtures.
sat Bottling more than mythology mude
Use metallic tinsel and uon inilam
potent through human, associations.
BieUe decorations esiy.
Others are moved through superstitious fears; they approach the great
Use nemos fiber to represent seew.
season with consciences crowded with
Set the tree nena suhstsstisl stand.
memoria; Maxley's
uncomfortable
A house of merrimrat it better than
ghost Is after them, but. 'tnllke
a hawse el awareing.
Scrooge, their new heart Is only for
Have as extinguisher or a few
Christmas week. Another group simbuckets full of water near the
ply fall In with an ancient custom
tree, ready for use ia an eaaar- and are surprised, and Indeed pleaaed,
when the dry bonea of their unbelieving miada come together take on
nosh and begin to live. A vast multitude meet the great day with buoy
aut expectation, take with thanks lu
Whan and Why.
new hapyineee, return to their work
"Do you go to Sunday school now,
quesmood,
no
ask
exalted
and
In this
Georgief" Inquired Georgie's uncle.
tions about reuse and effect A few
"Yep; Christ maa Is comln'!"
philosophise on the phenomenon, and
"Don't you go except Just before
they are willing to stake their lives
on the substantial truth of their in Christmas
"Tap; I go Just before the summer
A (lerdón, In Atlantic
.eight.--Geor- ge
en-Jo- y

r

Monthly

picnic, too."

'

VALUE OF

"15 EGOMW

iernkjhi

r
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HIT'S

WHAT YOU CAN GIVE
Present Suggestions for Those Who

Helpful Christmas

Are Puzzled.
Unabridged Dictionary Will Be Appreciated by Children of Kindergarten
Age Other Suitable Gifts for
Young and Old.

da las' thing I heah when I tun
de

NUMBER of correspondents
who have requested suggestions of books suitable for
Christmas gifts will And answers to their queries In
the following:

:

"Is e comln' ternlght, mammy? Comln'
temtghtT"
En de good Lawd knows, dough I sea
"Not ylt,"
Doy's
me still whut dey srwlne
ter git.
En I projlck ep plan, en I skimp en
queese.
En I hurries spas' all de winders I sees.
Case de chllluns eapec's dat hail bring
'em a lot
En dey think he's de same dat de Wl.it
Folks got.

Among the many attractive gift
books for very little boys might be
RausmlBsea's
mentioned Professor
"Analogy Between the Monogamous
Protoplasm and the Silurian Mole
cule." We can think of no book that
Is 'e comln' ternlght, mammy? Comln' would be a greater source of delight
ternlght?"
to the child that Is not yet out of
Lawd, I wlsht In mah soul dat 'e would short dresses. It tella In easy words
en he might!
I wlsht In mah soul dat 'e'd come down of eight snd ten syllables of the
mind.
sports and pastimes of the protoplasde nun
The fact Is that the ancient Celts in Lak I useter believe dat 'e sholy would mic family and draws beautiful moral
do.
their druidical religion had two great
chllluns ondress en dey Jump In lessons from the corpuscles of the
festivals, one in June and the other in Whentodebald,
carboniferous era. It Is handsomely
being
equivalent
December, the latter
Bn I tuck up do quilt 'roun' each po' 11'! Illustrated with representations of the
halo.
to our Christmas. In both of these
I set down en wish, en T wish lak I agile animalcule and will be sure to
great festivals the gathering of the Den pray.
delight the heart of the little boy or
mistletoe was a sacred rite.
Dat 'e find out de place 'to' hit come girl who finds It In bts or her stockChris'mae Day.
Pliny In his "Natural History" deing, as the case may be.
scribes the ceremony. Speaking of the
Another dainty Idea for a child of
says:
oak,
he
Druids' worship of the
three or four years Is the Unabridged
"They 'believe that whatever grows on
Dictionary. The simplicity of style
these trees Is sent from heaven and Is
observed in this Interesting narrative'

a sign that the tree has been chosen
by the god himself. The mistletoe Is
very rarely to be met with, but when
it Is found they gather It with solemn
ceremony. This they do especially on
the sixth day of the moon, because by
the sixth day the moon has plenty of
vigor and has not run half its course.
"After the preparations have been
made for a sacrifice and a feast under
the tree they hall tt as the universal
healer and bring to the spot two white
bulls whose horns have never been
bound before. A prleat clad In a white
robe climbs the tree and with a golden
alckle cuts the mistletoe, which Ib
caught In a white cloth. Then they
sacrifice the victims, praying that Ood
may make his own gift to prosper
with those upon whom he has bestowed it.
"They believe that a potion prepared from mistletoe will increase
their flocks and that the plant la a
remedy against all poison."
It was believed to be a remedy for
many ills, and thlB belief Is still to be
found In many remote places In Eu- Why. de chllluns believes! Dey is sho'
dat hit so.
rope. In Holateln, for example, the En dey
rountln' on him lak a man dat
mistletoe Is regarded as a healing
dey know.
'
dey
talk er d things dat he sutten
En
In
Lacaune,
remedy for wounds, and
bring.
ter
France, it is always administered by
Twelt dy set up In bald en dss holler
tlic native people as an antidote for
en sing.
poison.
In the northeast of Scotland people
used to cut withes of mistletoe at the
March full moon; these they bent lu
circles and kept for a year to cure hectic fevers and other troubles. In some
partB of Germany the mistletoe Is es-

En I tell 'em w'y sho' good ole Santy 'II

pecially esteemed as a remedy for the
ailments of children, who sometimes
wear It hung around the neck as an
amulet.
In Sweden on Midsummer eve mistletoe is diligently sought after, the
people belleviug It to be possessed of
many mystic qualities, and that If a
sprig of It IS attached to the celling
of the dwelling house, the horse's stall
or the row s crib, the trolls will then
be powerieas to Injure either man or
beast Branches of the plant are com
monly se n In farm houses hanging
from the celling to protect the dwell
ings from all harm, but especially from
fire, and
afflicted with the fall
lng sickness think they can ward off
all attacks of the malady by carrying
about with them a knife which has a
handle of mistletoe.
I.Ike their Swedish neighbors, many
German peasant consider the mistle
toe a powerful charm against evil npir
Its. A similar belief seems to have
lingered among the Romans, whose re
Uglon at a very early date waa some
what similar to that of the Druids
When Aeneas descended Into Hades he
gathered to protect himself from the
Infernal powers a branch of mistletoe.
which Vergil calls the goldea bough.

Hit's de las' thing

Wld

dn

sled cn a railroad en

En dey drir oft ter sleep wld a smile on
day face--En
dey aln' not fx rent I kin spalh In de

Plao!

I heah when I lun out
de light:
"Is ' comln' ternlght, mammy? Comln'
ternlght?"
En I laughs wld dura all Wen dey plan
whut dey do
Wld de thlnss dat he'll bring en I say
hit's all true!
En de white chillun up whah I's wukln
dey "low
Dat ole Saaty he'll come, en won't miss
'

"Is 'e comln' ternlght r" I.awd. I wlsht
hit 'ud be
Dat he's com hyuh en fix up din ponlem
for me!

s

Except ye become as a
little child ye shall in no
valse enter into the joy
of Christmas time.

recommends it at once for children
who have reached the kindergarten
age. The plot Is not so complex and
the characters are sufficiently varied
to hold the unflagging interest of the
little ones. We have In mind a gen
tleman who gave his little non a die
tlonury last Christmas, and he assures us that the lad simply devoured
the book.
A pretty present for a child is the
clinical report of the county hospital.
This comes nicely printed on clean
white paper, with bizarre illusttations
showing the rise and fall of the tern'
perature, amount of protolds eaten
official count of the germs, statistics
as to microbes and many other amusing and entertaining ideas. A rare
source of pleasure with this book is
to have the little fellows pronounce
the long words first the way they are
spelled and then read them backward
and see what difference. If any, there
Some boys would
la In the sound.
rather do this than go Bkatlng.
In the line of pure romance there
Is nothing more entertaining from
Prof. T. L. Escopex's "How the Spectrum Caught On In Saturn."
This
highly original historical tale tells
how the apectrum revealed the secret
of Saturn's rings, showing that the
planet was warm and dry and that the
two rings were for loe water.
It
comes in four large volumes, with 21
pages of logarithmic, calculations that
are sure to delight young and old.
As a gift book for a member of a
temperature family there la nothing
pleaaanter than "The Complete Barkeeper." This tell exactly what goes
Into the stuff that men put In their
mouths to steal away their brains,
and will be of valuable assist nee to
any person who wishes to apply satisfactory tests and determine whether
or not he has been equipped with
brains and would Inspire larceny.
"One Thousand Ways to Cure a
Cold," by Burton Bales, Is a beautifully written book, giving ail the remedies for cold that were suggested to
lu author in one day. There are 80
variations of the quinine and whisky
treatment, and the other 911 remedies consist of the same prescription
without the nit ter quinine. This is
a good book to have In any house.
"The Servant Question and Its An
swer" will deceive many people, but
It might do for a gift to a young mar
rled couple. The answer la quaintly
given

'Hoard.
WILBUR

GIFTS

Those Made With Their Own Handa
Teach Good Lessons and
Qlve Inspiration.
If we stop to think about our
Christmas giving we realise that a
gift means more to the giver than It
does to him who receives. If It Is
given in the proper spirit the donor
finds out to the full that tt is really
"more blessed to give than to receive," a fact that Is lost sight of la
an age of the commercial spirit.
With children there Is a great educative value in their present giving
if It Is encouraged to be really their
own giving. If the mother, however,
simply prepares some little remembrance, and says "Mary, this Is your
Christmas present to Aunt Ellen," the
gift has no meaning In the thoughts
of the young giver. And not only
has it no meaning, but it becomes
actually harmful for the reason It presents the Idea to the child that the
gift without the giver Is really a gift.
And the child baa put no thought or
self sacrifice Into the giving of that
present.
On the other hand. If the child be
given pocket money which it may consider Ms very own, or, better still. If
It Is enabled to earn pocket money and
Is then encouraged to set aside a portion of Its very own money for present making the idea of tme giving Is
acquired. The sacrifico, the forethought, the love necessary te make a
gift a real gift are there.
gifts of children
The hpme-mad- e
have many valuable lessons to teach
the young givers. Many Ves sons la
sewing, raffia, bead-woror painting
may be given under the guise of making a gift. In one family, where the
elder sister had never made gifts,
and really never learned to sew well
until she vu eighteen years ef age,
the younger sister, a girl ot ten, Inspired by the example ef a email
friend, wished to make birthday gifts
for her family. Once she asked her
mother to teaeh her how to crochet;
another time to scallop, and before
she was twelve years old she had become as proficient a little eeasastresg
as one would want to see.
Thus practical lessons are learned,
while the child Is Inspired with the
Idea that "Not what we give, but
what we share; the gift withes t the
giver Is bare."
k

FRIENDLY

ADVICE.

"Can you suggest bo soothing far me
to get for my wife for Chrfcitmaa?"
he asked ot the shopkeeper.
"You'd better get her a box of
cigars. 1 expect,' said the snenkeaper.
"She was In here this añorabas and
bought a lace parasol for jest."

D. NEBBIT.

The Christmas Robin.
parta of England the robin
la associated wrth Christmas-tide- .
"They are to be married on Christ
There Is a belief that on Christinas
eve these birds will slug near a house mas day. .
"Would you call that ' Yule-tierM
where a person If dying, to cheer him
In many

CHILD'S

A

MORE 8LIPPER8 CO

The time Is at hand," aaM the seoachsr
With wrath showing plans oo oasis sachar,
When slippers will bo
Bhowered down upon me
By every temluins rrssshai
,

1

"WBjeMIBawMaTOaWa

GIMARROH

NEWS.

FOREIGN.

LATEST NEWS
EPITOMIZED

British minister to the Vatican.
Enrique Jimenes, nephew of Jnan
I. Jimenes, the new president of the
republic, has been apDominican
pointed minister at Washington.
Nicholas Ahlers, former German
consul in Sunderland borough, was
convicted by the Durham assizes of
high treason And sentenced to deatk.
did considerable
An earthquake
damage to the interior towns of
Lampa. Oolta and Pausa, Pera. Forty
bodies have been recovered from tha
ruins of wrecked houses.
The Norwegian steamer Nygaard.
from Pensarola, Oct 31, reported
ashore outside Elsbjerg, Denmark,
port, has broken in two. Her cargo
of cotton Is being washed ashore.
Brig.
Gen.
Christian
Frederick
Beyers, one of the leaders of the rebellion In the Union of South Africa,
has been shot, it Is officially announced, and Is believed to be dead.
In a report, of expenditures of the
government, It Is shown that England
spent upwards of $22,000 In conveying
to the United States the body of the
late American ambassador, Whltelaw

THE MINERS'

STATE NEWS

fien. Eulalia Gutierres was installed
as provisional President of Mexico,
with a full rabtnnt.
Official announcement Is made of
the appointment of Sir Henry Howard

HOSPITAL

Are Your Kidneys Weak?

(or

SECRETARY
REPORT

PEOPLE

r

the
la

BIENNIAL
MAKES
TO GOVERNOR.

--

ar.

MOM

TELEGRAPHIC
THAT COVIN THB

REPORTS

WIIK'I

IVKNTt.

INTEREST

Do von know that deaths from klrtnay
trouble, am 100.000 tear la t he V 8. kIowi
That deaths from khtsiy dtaeaea bare la
creaneri Ti Id 'JO yaantt If you are ruo
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Scores of bonflr? destroyed the
weeds and leaves In Artesla's Oean-uday.
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year. The
worked about sixty-fivwhole town of 5,000 people makes Its
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is owned by K family or estate, but
It Is said that not one of the owners
has lived there tor years.
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Grand Duke Nicholas expected a
advance from East Prussia
eastward on Grodno or southward on
Warsaw and had prepared for these
movements with General Rennen
German

president that the government take over the telegraph and
telephone lines and opefate them under the jurisdiction oil
the postal department, is not in the least amazing. It is
but a stamp of democracy when it has made a partial sucIn the face of the three
cess in one of its departments.
million dollar surplus in the postal department, this should
be an incentive tor that department to double and treble
the amount to make up for what it has lost in the past.
Government ownership of telephone and telegraph
lines is a fallacy of popular government. It is not the
wisest thing to undertake at a time when the lofty ideals
are forcing the poor man into bankruptcy and the wealth
into the vaults for safeguard. Thh states with the present programs outlined are dependent upon public utilities
for the revenue they return by means of taxation.
If the government has millions to invest, let it reclaim
arid lands in the west, drain the swamps in the south and
make homes for those who are starving for the lack of
food and employment. What is needed is men to produce
and not to consume.

kampff's army west of Grodno and

an-

Warsaw was
other army at Kevno.
defended on the north by the fortress of Novogeorgeievsk and a powerful army.

Attack Cornea Through Swamps.
The grand duke did not expect an
attack from the south, where there
are swamps, the worst wagon roads
In Europe and few railways. But It
was from the south that General von
Morgen came.
In all there were four German
One, from Thorn, bombardgroups.
ed Plotsk, but retreated, this being
only a demonstration. Two groups advanced from Kalisz and Chenstckhov
and, uniting at Sklernevltzy. moved
on Warsaw with blinding rapidity. The
fourth group, from Cracow, attacked
Radom and then Ivangorod, where the
object was to cross the Vistula, thus

outflanking tbe Russian army at Warsaw and compelling its retreat.
battle
The whole Austro-Oermafront was 462 mllet in length, extending from the llaltic to the Carpathians and therefore tbe battle of the
Vistula In the middle of October was
in some respects the greatest ever
I confine myself to a descripfought.
tion of what saw with my own eyea.
1

Had Only to Walk In.
Warsaw was absolutely loat on tbe
evening of October 11. The Germans
had only to walk In and take it. But
they delayed, probably waiting for
the fourth Get man force to cross at
Ivangorod.
Next day the Russians had more
troops, and within a week they had
ten corpa, or 400,000 men, south of
Warsaw, and as General von Morgan' force was threatened from both,
flanks, be fell back October 20, with
amazing skill and rapidity.
I was able to see all the fighting on
the extreme front because of my
friendship with Russian officers formed
during tbe Manchurian war. From the
station of Prushkov, six miles south
of Warsaw, I traveled the whole Russian line. Tbe Germana were driven
from Prushkov a few hours before my
visit, but fighting continued on the

THE NACO TROUBLE
Naco, Arizona is the scene of direct violation of neutrality insofar as the Mexican government is concerned.
Many Americans have been killed by stray bullets in the
border town that were fired on the other side of the border by the belligerents. A stop to this outrage will have to
be made and that at once, but horse sense must be used.
The Mexican government in its treaty with the United States, agreed that the firing of guns should cease with-

in the three mile limit of the boundary, but there is every
indication that this was not adhered to.
The trouble with the situation is that the U. S. has allowed such atrocities to be carried on without looking Into
the matter fully. It will be hard to follow out different
policies now; it should not have permitted such things to
happen from the inception of the war. But time will tell. outskirts.

Great Trees Hurled Aloft.
crossed tbe fields to Sokoloff amid
a frightful bombardment. 1 saw one
big German shell alight under the
gnarled roots of an enormous tree.
When the smoke cleared away this
tree was lodged in the top branches of
It had
some other trees close by.
been torn up by the roots and ahot
upward hundreds of feet with terrlflo
1

Governor Goethal's demand for canal protection is another indication that Japan has an eye peeled to make use
of the canal before long. There is, however, consolation
in knowing the calibre of the man in charge of the canal.
Place a muzzle on the press of this country and one
step will have been taken backwards. The freedom of tbe
press is more necessary now than any one other thing and
government ownership will put a ban on this freedom.

velocity.

The curious effect of these
strous shells passing close to one's
bead is that they produce nervous collapse, deafness, numbness and frequent Insanity. 1 personally helped to
the rear a dosen soldiers thus afMore dreadful sights 1 never
flicted
saw. Now there are two hospitals In
Petrograd and Moscow for such soldiers with more than one thousand patients In each.
This frightful bombardment drove
ma into the cellar of a factory, where
I found
two men and several women and children, who had been there
three days, not daring to emerge even
to get a drink of water from the
pump only a faw yards from tbe openThey told ma that
ing of the cellar.
the bombardment had continued day
and night, and in proof of their
In not venturing out tbey pointed
to the bodlaa of three men and a child
lying In tbe factory yard.
Germans in Solid Maaa.
When darkness tell 1 bolted out
again and toon took refuge again in
tbe bouae of a Polish gentleman, who
invited me to alaep In bla houe for
alept on a aofa, abut In
the night
the small hours ol the morning 1 was
awakened by a shell which shook
very window frame in tbe bouae My
host and his family soon appeared say-luthat the servants had all fled. 1
decided to depart also, but wag pre- -

roon- -

With the Morning Journal and the New Mexican apologies, these papers can face each other with a clean front.
They exchanged some flowery epithets before the Kernel
appeared on the scene and explained the $50 gift fully.
Ten thousand tourists will spend a few dollars in Cimarron next year, providing they are invited to come here.
This is the greatest opportunity Cimarron has ever been
offered and it should not be overlooked at this critical time.

wls-do-

said about the ICuropean war is
win
lose. The lives that are lost
yet
can
and
one
that any
in
money, and the sorrows of families
can never be repaid
alleviated by the time it is settled for one and all times.

The best that can

be

Of course Colfax county cannot boast of shipping rabbits, but we do ship thousands of fat cows and pigs.
And then too, we are informed that business is going
to improve soon. Sort of psychological.

1

i

paat tbe house, a solid wall of men
so close together that they obllterated the flower garden a
ing young shrubbery as
If a steam roller had pasoed over
-

PUBLIC LANDS
From the time the United Stateo was incorporated in. Newspaper Correspondent In
to one body of law making and protection, the question of
Thick of Great Battle in
public lands has been an important one and not infrequentthe East.
ly has it been brought to the attention of congress. Efforts have been made to have the government ceed public HAD CITY
IN THEIR GRASP
lands to the states in which they are situated, but this
plan was not cheerfully met by congress.
Had Only to Walk In and
The Washington government has not yet felt inclined Germana
Take It, But Overnight Delay Coat
towards letting each state control the public domain withThem Victory Vivid Picture
of Bloody Conflict.
in its boundaries, but on the other hand it has grasped the
richest sections in the western states and placed a barrier
By FRANCIS M'CULLAQH.
('himno Dally Newt.
against their development. It took Missouri forty years Correspondent
Petrograd, Rueila. The German
agreedefinite
a
to settle the public land question before
on Warsaw wax achieved aa a
reault of that most difficult operation
ment was reached through the war.
known as a change of front, performed
The constitution provides that every state admitted with marveloua speed and efficiency.
of the Gertransfer of
to the union, shall be admitted on an equal footing with The
man army from Belgium to Poland
the other states and enjoy tne same rights and privileges. was the least of the difficulties that
overcome.
Far greater waa tbe
With half of the western domain owned and controlled by were
establishment of etrapes (shelters)
the government the western states have but a small margin and lines or communication In hostile
The Germans not only overleft with which to maintain their governments by taxation. territory.
came these difficulties, but conceived
The disposition of public lands should be in the hands of a masterly plan of attacking Warsaw and very nearly carried It to sucthe states. This would place us on an equal footing. ,
cess.

BURLESON'S RECOMMENDATION
Postmaster General Burleson's recommendation to the

the sounds of firing and
the adjacent village and so

both.
I cast a hasty glance in the opposite
direction, speculating If even yet I
could escape that way but at a crossroads near the house I saw four Hungarian hussars who sat motionless In
their saddles. They formed a square,
each man looking down a road, with
a rifle un lung, the butt resting loosely against his bright red riding
breeches, and with finger on trigger.
I realized that It would be a mad
race dowr any of these roads and that
a wild senmper through the adjacent
fields would be bad for my health.
Finds Hlmeelf at the Front.
Turning again to look at the Germans, I reflected with secret exultation that my most sanguine hopes aa
a war correspondent' had been realized.
For a long time tbe wisest
heads in tbe Russian foreign and war
offices prevented me from getting to
the front. Now with a rush, like a
Niagara, the front had come to me.
The Germans wore no besutles as
they advanced In their "plckelhauben"
(helmets) and grayish uniforms, looking aa If they had not shaved or
washed for weeks, it was with no ordinary curiosity that I gazed at that
formidable, host which had wrought
devastation from Antwerp to Warsaw,
before whose cannon
for
tresses had gone down like houses of
cards, whose monstrous armies were
measured not by miles but by
of latitude.
Meanwhile the tide of battle rose
higher and higher around us It waa
Impossible to leave the house, whose
walls were lashed by a spray of shrapnel and rifle bullets. It was cracked
In several places from the foundation
to the roof by the concussion of gigantic shells.
Sees Battle Approach Warsaw.
I mounted
to the roof and observed
the distant lights of Warsaw, which
were not lowered despite the terror
of aeroplanea and Zeppelins.
South
of Warsaw 1 saw a great Irregular
line of foam tipped shrapnel explosions, the boiling edge of a Teutonic
sea of Iron and blood.
At one point tbe line bent sharply
outward and approached perilously
close to the Polish capital. The Une
moved closer and aa I looked I felt
sure that Warsaw had gone like Antwerp, Brussels, Liege and Maubeuge.
Then the line fall back and the red
tide of war ebbed and flowed like a
crimson ocean.
My reflections were Interrupted by
the whiz of a bullet and then shrapnel
bursting above the chimney aent me
first-clas-
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per quart 70c

aer quart
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1'hese inks are a guaranteed product, it flows freely, does not 'gum
and is made for a high and dry climate. "It's All Write."

Office Furniture and Supplies
Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec

Globe-Wernic-

ke

tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brushes, etc., Carbons and Type
writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good,

Standard

Up-to-da- te

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Notions, Hats, riillinery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
AND
QUALITY
PRICES
GUARANTEED

Matkin Supply

Company

Mail Orders Promptly'Attended

Inside.
Suddenly tbe darkness was lit up by
a tremendous glare. The Saxons had
retreated, setting fire to the village.
A young pleasant faced Russian officer
entered the house, went to the cellar
entrance and regarded tbe women
and children in silence. He seemed
deeply moved.

To

Cimarron Transfer Co.

"What a ghastly time they must
have had!" be said.
Then he quickly commanded us to
clear out at once, aa the Germana
would probably return and the house
would surely be smashed.
I.e began
speaking in Polish and ended in Rus-alaHe gave us a soldier to guide

J.

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice

us.

It was a strange, frightened procession of man, women and children. Aa
we crossed a bill southeast of the railway line the fight behind us recommenced with great fury.
Young Count Potoskl Killed.
The Germans retook the house,
which was burned and obliterated, and
the young- - officer was killed.
His
death sent a thrill of grief inrough all
Poland, for he was no other than the
brave young Count Potoskl, head of
an ancient family of Polish aristocrats.
The fate of the mansion In which I
found succor is typical of thousands
of almilar homes. From Warsaw
to Kalisz, Cracow and CbenBtohov,
Poland has suffered almost as much
as Belgium Where the Germans have
not been tbe Austrlans have been.
The Lublin government waa devastated
During the battle ol Warsaw alone
hundreds of hamleta and mansions
were flattened In this stAm roller
war- They were taken ánd retaken
by the opposing forcea In back gardens, narrow stairways and private
chapels men fought like fiends.
Over a wide area south of War-aathe struggle raged for ten daya
and nights In village streets and Isolated houses, backward and forward,
like a roaring flood. The Germanic
flood finally ebbed, but with lta stu-

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.

FIST

FIGHTS

Phone 56

SHELLS

AMID

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

ball Dispute.
you want to know how
our boya are behaving, listen to tin.;
writes a private In the Coldstream
Guards.
"The other day we were moved up
to relieve a company of tbe blind
(Royal Weat Kent regiment),
who were being pretty badly shelled
in their trenches. Quite close to me
s
found a
scrap going on between two privates, who, ignoring the
shells, were settling a dispute in tha
old English manner And what do you
think the row was about? The respective merits of the Aston Villa and
London.-r-,'I- f

1

Carry a full line

of

COFFJNSand CASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
ClHAKRON, N. M.

nrst-clas-

pendous strength so little Impaired the Queens
that it Is liable to roll back at any teams."

Park

ranges

football

moment.

PASS
Trenches Cause Rheumatism.
Paria. German
prisoners
taken
along the Tsar show the effects of the
hardships they have been undergoing.
Many of them ara suffering from rheumatism and severe influenza caused
by
tbelr immersion In flooded
trenches. The flooding of the country
caused bardahlps to the Belgians,
French and Hrltisb as well. The Belgian aimy In this region is said to
Hive been reduced to 10,000 raen.

MATKIN

Private Wrltea Heme Two Troopers
Forgot Fray to 8ettle Foot-

NO

GUILTY

SOLECISM

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
hunting, tithing, pulling wild fruit, or cutting fire wi.miI, or for say purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
the lull extent of tbe lew.

(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
for W. 8. Land 4 Cattle Co.

French Professor, Acting as Censor.
Holds Up Message Because of
Defects In 8tyie.

Paris. Tensors at the wsr office are
recruited from professors of
languagea at French universities.
Force of bablt la so stroug with these
improvised officials that it is sometimes hard for them to realise they are
on sterner duty than correcting
n
papers.
All Bordeaux was amused when tr
Attachee to Obssrv War.
Bordeaux. Tbe military attaches was reported that a teles-raa news dispatch from the batof neutral countries have been au-- I
thorlsed by tbe French government tle front was stopped on the ole
to proceed for tbe tt eater ot war op ground that It contained detecta of
rallona They may visit particularly style.
the battlefields on tus Htver Mania.
being

ruct-tatto-

trn-mlttln-
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Deafness Cannot Be Cured
local applications, aa they cannot
the diseased portion of the ear Thar la
only one way to cure deafness, and that la
by constitutional rameales.
Deafness Is
caused by an Inflamed condition of tha rou
com lining of the Eustachian Tube When
this tuba Is Inflamed you have s rumbling
aouua or Imperfect bearing, and when It Is
entirely closed, Dssfnsas Is tha result, and
unless the Inflammation can bs taken out
and this tubs restored to Its normal condition, hearlnf will bs destroyed forever; nine
rases out of tsn ara cauaed by Catarrh,
wbloh Is nothing but an Inflamed condltloo
of the mucous surfaces
We will give On Hundred Dollars for any
esse of Deafness (caused by catarrh I that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cura.
Send for circulars, free
F. J. CHBJNglT St CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Bold by Druggists. Tie
Take Hail's Ysmlly rills for MasUsaU ,

fey

USEFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Buy Sensible Presents
TTTTmTTTTTTTUTTrt
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Our store

i
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the place to buy good, sensible Christmas gifts. Don't throw your
money away by buying a lot of trivial things
that last onjy a day. Spend your money
for useful gifts that will please those who
receive them; last a long time and wear
well. When you buy goods at our store
you have the satisfaction of knowing that
they are good goods and that the price is
no more than good goods are worth.
is
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LETU
SEWN.

Silverware

Scissors in Holiday Boxes
65c to 1.00
Carving Sets 3.OO to 4.50

Set Knives and Forks 7.50

Set Table Spoons
Set Tea Spoons

3.75

m

Set
Set
Set
Set
Set Oyster Forks

2.50
4.25

Cream Ladel
Sugar Shell
Child Set

m

111

3.75

r

IJ
'

3.85

1 1

Mtf
.aaaaaaaas

mom

2.75
1.50
80c
75c
1.75

Berry Spoon

m

III

1.75

Orange Spoons
Soup Spoons
Bouillion Spoons
Salad Forks

1

Bird Sets

.

m

m

II WE HAVt

1

Fountain Pens
3.5O
EverReady Elash Lights
1.00 to 2.50
$1 to $3
Safety Razors
2. so to 9.00
Percolators
7 Piece Cake Sets
13 Piece Coffee Sets 2. so
7 Piece Fruit Sets
i.so

1

11

j
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LAIL SUPPLY CO

calves from S. M. Chase & Co., 3
miles north of Cimarron. The
stock was shipped to Denver on
Wednesday. It was in very good
condition and the price received
therefore is considered very good.
Other stock shipments will be made
from this city to the eastern markets in the near future.

Packages
Should Be
Sent Early

ti,

My

The American people must practice thrift more than
ever before. Many items in the Furniture line appeal to those who would spend their money wisely.

Rockers, Rugs, Tables,
Dressers, Lamps, Beds
FOR HIS XMAS
gift, buy a Bradley sweater,
a real wool garment, something that will give satisfactory wear for two seasons or
more.

FOR HER BUY
a house

robe made of the

genuine Beacon blankets or a

pair of felt slippers made in
the Juliet style.

We have a complete stock of Xmas Ribbon, Holly
Boxes and Xmas Tags
Holiday Specials: Nevin candies, Fresh Nuts, Figs,
Dates, Oranges, Cranberries and Oysters

The Brooks Mercantile Co.
"THE STORK OF TQDAY AND TOMORROW"

MMMM

Mt

f

2

75
Manicure sets .50 & up
Jewel Cases
25c to 75c

ssv

mr

ikftulT WE HAVC

Practical Gifts as Christmas
Presents
I. B

HARDWARE.

Ideal Xmas
Gifts

YOU OUR
1847 Roger Bros.

X.

Murder In

The public is urged by the post
office department to mail Christmas
packages as early as possible and
thus help avoid the congestion that
ia sure to result if everybody
leaves their Christmas mailing until the last (moment. Parcel post
packagss as well as express pack
ages, should b dispatched at the

ez was attacked with tha intent of
killing him.
Martinez drew his
gun and wounded one eft the hunters and then was killed himself by
a fusilade of bullets. The fatal
bullet is said to be of the same calibre as that of the gun of the hunter under arrest.
There is considerable excitement
over the murder in Taos county
and possess are hunting for the
companions of the man now under

arrest.
No information of the murder
had been filed with the district attorney's office Wednesday noon
and the state will make a thorough
investigation at once. I

Taos County
Discovered

rery earliest moment.

Otherwise',
Christmas mail may be several
days late in reaching its destina-

THOROUGH WORK

tion.

Patrons of the post office are also asked to familiarize themselves
with the mailer of package insur
ance as much as possible. Packages may be insured bv filling out
the proper blank, which is furnished by the office. The sender of the
package is supposed to fill out the
blank. In ordinary times the clerk
in the post office "is willing to accommodate the sender by attending to that detail, but in busy
times it will be impossible to do so.
Therefore, if you want your package to reach its destination'on time
attend to it eariy.

Denver Company

News of an atrocious murder in
Taos county reached here the first
of the week, the victim being Don
Antonio Martinez of San Cristobal
in the northern part of the county,
whose body was found at a place
iu the Carson forest known as Garrapata. The bod v had been covered with stones and branches from
trees. A hunter from French, Col
fax county, ia under arrest. One
of his companions, hailing from
Dawson, made his escape alter being arrested and a third nimrod,
who was wounded in the right leg
and left shoulder, managed to get
away after calling at a drug store
for ointment for his wounds and
consulting a doctor.
There are evidences of a terrific
Struggle, with the three American
buntera on the one side and the
Spanish-American
who is
throughout the county, on
the other. It is supposed that
Martinez came upon the hunters as
thev were baiting a bear trap with
a horse they had apparently stolen
well-know-

Buys Calves From
S. M. Chase & Co.

How

Gfmanon Citizen) Can Find
From Kidney Troubles.

I

ssssasi

urinary
If you suffer from backache-Frodisorders Any curable disease of the kidney
Uscj a tested kidney remedy. Doau's Kiduey
Pilla have been tested by thousands. Grateful people testify. Can you aak more convincing proof of merit ?
Mrs. Thomas Blakemyre, 216 S. Arno St,
Albuqureque. N.Max., ays: "I knew I
needed a kidney inediciue, aimy backacked
and I had other kidney alimenta. I used one
box of Uoan's Kidney Pills and have never
needed any kidney medicine since. My
relatives baye also used Doau's Kidney
Pills with the most fatisfactory results."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't sicply ask
for a kidney remedy get Doan's .Kadney
Pilla the same the! Mis. Blakeraore had.
n
Co.. Props.. BsfleJo, N. Y
m

Foater-Milbur-

AVISO.

El treapaaar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
ea 1 Candado da Colfax con la mira d
yate, pexca, recoger fruta silvestre o corta! macera aeca o para cualeaquieraotroe
fin sin permiso; se prohibe eat rictamant
recognized
and killed. Martinez
c aquellos que asi traspaaareueerao
the robe, it ia said, taken from the
al Heno de la ley.
horse. To hide the crime of horse Por (Primado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Compnaia da Reces del W, 8.
stealing, so it is reported, Martin- -

prose-cutad- oa

The Denver Live Stock company
through its buyer Mr. Tucker, in
week purchased two cari of spring

.
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RUSSIANS CHECK

northern Prance and in
This advance haa been pc

.

DESTROY

loth are strategic points.
Germans Move Headquarters.
The German dlvtalonnt headquarters
was remove! from Routers when shells
began to fall In the town after the

British had recaptured Passchendaede,
The Kaiser Sends Five Columns eleven miles northeast of Ypres.
Desptte the vigorous attack being
Toward Polish Capital
made by the allied forces, reports today Indicate that the Germana have
and Slavs are Hard
not abandoned their offensive at all
Pressed Now.
points. Heavy firing Is reported slong
the coast, with the Germans bombarding Bast Dunkirk, 'west of Nleuport.
The allied warships also are reported
ALLIES CLAIM GAIN to have been able to get back Into action and have shelled tha German positions.
The French Say They Have Capturad
Heavy Fighting In Alsace.
Two Important Point Along
Heavy fighting Is reported In Alssce.
In the Argonne the German trenches
Weatern Battle Line
by
are being aasatled vigorously
Britiah Navy Wlna.
French artillery aad through mining
operations. All new positions taken
by the allied troops along the Yser
Summary of Events.
have been held and the advantage is
being followed with determination, accolOf the five Austro-Gerraaumna which for some days appear- cording to London reports.
Evacuate a French Town.
ed to be making steady progress
The evacuation by the Germans of
in their invasion of Poland, three
have suffered checks, according to Vernelles, southeast of Bethune, was
announced In a statement
the official report from Russian officiallyIn Merlin
Bethune Is near the
headquarters. The column which Issued
Belgian border.
waa making a downward stroke
from Mlawa, on the east Prussian
Frltish Win at Sea.
frontier, and which was reported
The
British
have retaliated tor the
in one dispatch from Petrograd to
German naval victory In the
be within fifteen miles of Warsaw, recent
southern Pacific by sinking four of
was repulsed after an energetic the
German warships wblch sank the
offensive, and under counter at- Monmouth and the Good Hope. The
tacks from the Russians, was com- German cruisers Scharnhorst, Gnelse-napelled to retire at some points.
and Leipzig were destroyed east
of the Falkland islands, in the south
Germine Repulaed.
The attacka of the main German Atlantic, In a battle December 8.
Two other German cruisers, the
column which had Ita front on the
line between Lodz and Lowics, and Nurnberg and Dresden, escaped. Tbey
which came down diagonally from were pursued five hundred miles. The
Thorn, veré delivered with great Nurnberg was finally sunk. The Dresforce, but, according- - to the Russian den, badly crippled, got Into the
The British
account, were repulaed with heavy Straits of Magellan.
squadron was composed of nine batloRsea to the Invaders. That the
attached great importance to tleships, some of them the largest and
the success or their attack here is newest in the navy. This avenging
twice the strength of
shown by the fact that in the two fleet was about
days they faced the Russian trenches the German group.
Two colliers were captured. At the
seven times and were driven back by
same time a squadron of British and
a murderous fire.
Japanese warships sank three GerDidn't Relieve Cracow.
man merchantmen off tha coast of
The other column which haa suf- Terra del Fuego. Annoui.-ement
of
fered Ik that composed of German and these sea activities have Just been
Austrian troops which has been trying made by the British admiralty.
to outflank the Russian lert south of
Cracow, in this case it wag the RusSerbs Win Big Victory.
An important Austrian defeat in
sian who assumed the offensive, and
they claim that after a tenacioua re- Bosnia Is now an established fact.
sistance they defeated the Germans, The Servians drove a wedge into the
taking several guns and 2,000 pris- center of the Austrian forces, shattering four army corps, which are now
oners.
In flight.
The mass of prisoners and
Purauing the Russians.
The Germans declare they are pur- captured material is so great that it
suing the Russians to the south and cannot be tabulated.
The Servians are pushing the pursoutheast of Lodz. Several American
correapondents were with the Rus-sia- suit vigorously and successfully. The
army when the battle of Lods roads in the rear of the Servian army
broke, but notblng has been baard are blocked with incoming prisoners
from them for several days. Evident- who appear satisfied that their ordeal
ly they are under the hand of a strict Is over. Entire battalions are seen
marching under guard of a handful of
censorship.
Hritlsh military experts say that Servians, while many groups of
come In unattended, says a
of the best material of
the German army has been held in the Servian official report.
western theater of war throughout the
Italian Troops to Africa.
campaign and that the troops opposed
Eight battalions of Italian troops
to the Russians consist principally of
have been ordered to Libya to reinsecond line organizations.
force the troops there, and, according
Importance of Capture.
the announcement, "to be ready for
For weeks military arltica have to
any emergency." Libya is the Italian
railed Lods "the vital point of the
Polish campaign." To the Germans name for Tripoli and Cyrenaica, the
part of Africa over which it has conit meant everything, according to
Major Moraht, a German war expert. trol Tripoli is In Northern Africa,
directly opposite Italy.
To prevent an Invaalon by the
the kaiaer's troops had to check
Sweden's Ire Is Rising.
their enemy at tho city and their camA press dispatch from Copenhagen
paign in doing so undoubtedly brought saya
that it Is stated from Stockout the greatest generalahlp the war
holm that twenty-fivfloating minea
liaa aeen.
have been observed on the trade
routes In the llaltlc near the Finnish
Allies Claim Gains.
mutes In the llaltlc near the Finnish
The Allies sre re;orted from Paris coast. The mines are believed to have
and London to bo mnklng alow but been laid by Germans. Great indigsteady gains along the entire battle nation is expressed In Stockholm, aa
iu the last few days three Swedish
shipping disssters have occurred at
COUNT BERCHTOLP
the cost of fifty lives.
Kaiser Has Pneumonia.
Kaiser Wllhelm is seriously ill Messages received from Berlin say the
kaiser is suffering from pneumonia
snd that bis condition is aggravated
by nervous depression caused by his
extreme exertion In remaining with
his troops In the field almost constantly since the war 'began.
Heavy Battle Losses.
Reports from the French war office
stsle that the losses of the French
army In killed, seriously wounded and
captured up to November 10, were
slightly mere than 590,000. Of this
number nearly 100,000 hare been killed
lu battle. Press dispatches from Berlin say i in- German ofBclsl list of deed,
published from time to time, now
amounts toaboiit 180,000. The British
list of dead to the middle of November
Is reported at 20,000; the Russlsn list,
n
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France hss bad more men In the
than either of her slllns, and
her army suffered the earliest losses.
Statements of Austrian, Belgian and
Servian casualties are unavailable. It
I
needless to say they are very heavy.
Austria has put a million and a half
men in the Held and they have been
fighting conatantly and desperately In
both western, eaatern and southern
areas. Belgium's little army, originally about 180,000 strong, has swum
In blood almost constantly.
Servia
has reported to Petrograd, London and
Paris the loas of about
of
They ware orlglnall f
her force.
about 100.000.
Hold

sIlMsTswp
Count BercMold Is prime minister of Austrls and, next to Emperor Francis Joseph, Is the
most important figure In Austrian affaire.
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POLISH TOWNS

GERMAN ADVANCE
AGAINST WARSAW

500

1

MARKET

SELF-SUSTAININ-

G
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FATIMA;

QUOTATIONS

tRMIES SWAY OVER DESOLATED

to choice

BELGRADE

RECAPTURED

ON FRENCH FRONTIERS
STOPPED FROM ACTIVITY BY
THE WINTER WEATHER.

TROOPS

Waatant Nawapopar UaJon Neva Strvtae.
Dec. 16. The Servians

have

Belgrade after a fierce bataccording to dispatches from

occupied

tle,
Nlsh.

The Austrian captured Belgrade
2 after having besieged it since
July 29. bombarding from batteries
near Scmlln and from monitors on the
A large portion of the city
Danube.
was said to have been destroyed by
the Are of the Austrlans.
When war was declared the Servian
government moved from Belgrade to
Kraguyevats and later went farther
south to Nlsh. where it remains.
A striking realure of the day's official newB is the candid admission by
the Austrian government of tho defeat
of the Austrian army In Servia and apparently Of the abandonment of its
third attempt to Invade the territory
of its small Slav neighbor. While attributing the failure to the enemy's
superior force, as all government bulletins explain failures, the Austrian
war office announcea plainly an extended retirement and heavy losses.
. "New decisions and measures consequently will be taken to repel the
enemy," says the Austrian statement.
Apparently that means that the Austrian army directed against Servia
will assume a defensive line.
The Berviaiia claim to be pressing
home their victory with more capture
of prisoners and to have driven part
of the Invading army across the trina
river. Moreover, they express confidence that they are about to retake
the capital and expel the invaders
from Servian territory.
The progress of the war in northern
Hungary is less definite.
Sunday's German wireless report
with candor equal to that, of the Austrian bulletin spoke'of the "severe resistance" which the German and Austrian arms are encountering in South
Poland and In Galicia, adding that it
was evident the Austrian forces in the
Carpathians
are not numerically
strong enough to clear the Russians
out of Hungsrian territory. But the
Austrlans claim that they are driving
down the northern slopes of the Carpathians the Russian invaders, who
were last week in occupation of several towns south of that mountain
range.
Poland is fast becoming another
Belgium In point of suffering, while
the opposing armies d'ive each other
back and forth, occupy and reoccupy
cities and villages and Inflict upon the
Inhabitants bombardments similar to
those suffered In Belgium and northern France.
More than 500 Polish towns have
been ruined, acoordlng to various accounts from the correspondents.
The French official statement given
out in Paris reports comparative quiet
In Flanders and artillery exchanges of
relatively minor importance elsewhere.
In the Meuse, German batteries are said to be moving to the
north. In the Woevre district the
French captured a trench and repulsed two counter attacks. The advance of tho French line into Alsace
Sub brought It to a point north of
Altklrch, and about ten miles to the
iast of the frontier.
The troops In France and Belgium
ire suffering from a plague of mud
and damp, which causes them greater
ilscomfort than did the cold wave at
the end of November, with its positive hardships of frozen feet and
hands, and effectually vetoes any
movements on a big scale.
The Turkish army has not asserted
Itself ,nor has It engaged in any
great battle. Enver Pasha has taken
command of the Caucasian army and
Talaat Bey has succeeded him as minDec.

1
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of war.

Committee Lop Off $2,000,000.
Washington. "Economy" was the
watchword of the appropriations committee In the preparation for the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill, first of the big supply
measures, reported to the House, The
committee lopped off nearly 82,000,000
from the estimate submitted by the
various departments, cuttlug salary allowances all along the line, and
brought In a measure appropriating
88.744,753.50.
The bill provides for
more than JC.OO0 salaries of government employes.

.ROÍH7.00

C507.00
5.756.15
5.75a'6.50

6.005.7B
3.76ff4.75

4.255.26

7.00i)9.00

4.60b.60

to good
6,006.65
Feedera and Blockers, common to fBlr
s.oote.oo
Hogs.

7.258.40

8heep.
$7.268.25

4.264.76
5.756.50

Yearlings
Wethers
Feeder Iambs, f. p. r.
Feeder ewes, f. p. r
Breeding ewes

5.2506

00

.507.M

S.304.26

4.256.00

Hay.
IF. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
Colorado upland, per ton. .10.0)1L60

Nebraska upland, per ton 9.00 10.00
bottom, Colorado
9.50
and Nebraska, per ton 8.50
Timothy, per ton
14.0016.00
Alfalfa, per ton
8.00
7.00
So. Park, choice, per ton. .11.60iil2.60
San Lula Valley, per ton.. 9.0010.(Hi
11.60
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .
Straw, per ton
3.253.50
Second

Grain.

Wheat, choice milling.

100 lbs.
bulk, 100 lbs

.

Idaho oats, sacked
Nebraska oats, sacked
Corn chop, sack
Corn, In sack
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs.

.

1.52
1.35
1.66
1.56
1.30
1.29
1.05

Flour.
Standard Colorado, net
Dressed Poultry.
Less 10 Commission.
Turkeys, fancy D. P
19
Turkeys, old toms
16
Turkeys, choice
14
Hens, large
12
Hens, amall
8
Broilers
18
Springs
12
Ducks
Geese

Roosters

REVENUES
S

jflayaJTsjsjw ÍÜAtoeo (Sr.

20

'17
15

18
9
20
13

13

14

IS

14
8

7

Live Poultry.
Less 10, Commission.
7
Hens, fancy
Hens, small
8
Broilers
17
Springs
11
6
Boosters
Turkeys, 10 lb, or over ... .14

15

Ducks
Geese

12

n

11
11

Denver
raded No. 2 net, F.
O. B. Denver
Eggs, caae couut, less commission

1

0

12

9
18
18
7
12

30
18

268.60

$46,-Vi-

Buner.
Elgla
.
Cresnieries, ex. Colo., lb....
Creameries, ex. East. lb....
Creameries, 2d grade, lb...
Process
Packing utock

32

3334
3334

PRESIDENTIAL

Fruit
Apples, Colo, new, box

,0

1.252.00

NOMINATIONS.

Wilson Nsmea Number of Consul
Various Countries.

to

Washington. The President nominated: To be consuls general: Edwin
Colery, dozen. Colorado
.30 3. Cuunlngham of Tenneasee
(now conCabbage, Colo., cwt
1.00 Lit
Onions, cwt.. Colo
1.26 1.76 sul general at Singapore) at Hankow,
Potatoes, Colo
.9041.16 China; Frederick M. Ryder of Connecticut (now consul at Rlmouski) at
Singapore. To be consuls: Thomas D.
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKET8.
Bowman of Missouri, at Fernie, B. 0.1
Lead and Spelter.
Jose de Olivares of Missouri, at HamilNew York. Lead S3. 7693.86. Lost-do- ton, Ontario; Milton B. Kirk of Illil 6s. Spelter $6.560 6.65.
nois st Orilla, Ontario; Nelson T.
Johnson of Oklahoma, at Chunking,
Bt. LouIb. Lead
83.37 ft8peltar China; Albert W. Pontius of Minne$6.603.75.
sota, at Foocnow, China; Frank Dent-soof Vermont, at Prescott, Ontario;
Omaha Live Stock Quotations.
Thomas B. I Layson of
at
South Omaha. Hogs Heavy, $8.79 Tahiti, Society Islsnds
John Q. Woods
at
iigm, (J.s5Wh.5; pigs, $5.5(1
of Hawaii, at Chamntts, Germany; Car)
Cattle Nutlve steers, $6.T510.2S; F. Dutchman of Missouri, at Bomba;
cows snd heifers. $5.767.36; Western India; l.uclen Memmlnger of South
steers, 16.O0trS.30; Texas steers, $5.80 Carolina, at Madras, India; Luclen N
7.20; cows and heifers, $5.2
7.00
Sullivan of Pennsylvania, at Newcascalves. $7.50)9.50.
tle, New Sohth Wales, Australia, and
Sheep Yearlings, $6.60 7.20; weth- B Carleton Baker of California, at Naers, $5.4006.15; lamba, I7.s0fr.840.
gasaki, Japan.
Vegetsbles.

-

n

;

;

Killed, Thirty Hurt in Wreck.
Chicago Grain and Previsions.
Northfield, Minn. One person was
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $1.160
killed and thirty Injured eight seri- 1.154; No. 2 hard, $1.1514 1.16.
ously, when Rock Island passenger
train No. 63 waa wrecked eight miles new. fi;i4i'63V4c; No.
south of here, and five cars rollad oJVtc ; new, 61VtJti?M
down a fifteen-foo- t
Oata No. 3 white,
embankment
I7c; stao
dard, 474 04810.
Skagway Swept liy $210,000 Fire.
Bye No. 2, $1.1001.101.
Hurley 60070c.
Skagway, Alaska.
Fire completely
destroyed the Moo res wbarf, together
with all the warehouse buildings exPork $18.$0.
cept the ore bunkers and chutea. The
s
Lard $9.66.
loas la estimated at 8210.O00.
lUsav-- $.
On

;

S0MÍTHINQ

Mexicans Slay Two Americans.
Two
Washington.
Americans
Thomas Francis and R. E. Dunn ot
Pittsburg, Ps., have been killed in So
ñora. Méx.. according to report front
the American consular a tent at Can
anee. Secretar Bryan d ivetcd an In
vestlgatton.

Supreme Court to Recess.
Washington. The Supreme Court
announced It would take a recess after
announcing decisions on Dec. 21 until
Jau i.

USEFUL FOR IMAS
Sold at Ote boat stone
noel ererrwkere. If
roar dealer cannot
tapalr, we will gladlT
aailtt roo. IllntlraUfd
roldaros raqttoat.

L.K. WATERMAN COMPANY
Maw Tork
178 Broadway
It takes an experienced summer girl
to twist any old thing a man says
Into a proposal.

If you wish besutiful, clear white
clothea. use Red Ooss Bag Blue. At si)
good grocers. Adv.
"Watchful Waiting."
"What are we to do for fashions. If
the war In France continues?"
"Wear as little as we can, and
wait.' Cleveland Plain Dealer.
On the Trail of Friend Husband.
Mrs. Fury Haa yo' seed anything
o' muh husband, Brudder Lopp?
The Night Owl W'y. howdy, 81stah
Fury; howdy! Nome, I Isn't seed him
since 'long bout ten o'clock. But what
brings yo' downtown at dls time o'

night?

Mrs. Fury Lookln" for dat man o'
mine. And I hopes to de Lawd nuth'n'
happens to him befo' I finds him,
l's gwtne to bust his head wld
dls club when 1 kotches him! Kansas City Star.
e

Told at the Card Club.
little girl sitting next me in
church was coughing." said Mrs. Jones jm
at the card club. "So I whispered to W
her mother for permission to slip her
a cough drop. The child held it In
ber mouth a moment and then swal"A

lowed IL"
" 'Would

you kindly give her another?" the mother whispered.
" 'I'm sorry, but I had only the one,'
I answered.
"Coming out of church I felt In my
pocket end was horrified to fish out
the cough drop. You see, I had hud
a cough drop and a button in my

pocket"

"And what did you do?" chorused
the women st the table. "Did you tell
ber mother?"
"No.
didn't. I was mad. It was
a very unusual button from my new
suit."
1
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$33.071.

28
2g
21

Peers, Colo
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Nw Sarvlea.
Washington. The postoffice appropriation bill, carrying approximately
$325,000.000
virtually was ready for
submission to the House Monday.
The question of the scqulsltlon of the
telegraph and telephone systems
by Postmaster Oeneral Burleson would be left for further Inquiry
under the bill.
The bill contain a number of new
provisions, including the abolishment
3f the office of assistant postmaster;
regrouping all activities In first-clas- s
offices so as to concentrate all supervisory authority In each office under a
postmaster and superintendents of fin-1a no and mail; raising the maximum
balances scceptable at postal banka
Trom $500 to $2,000, the intereat to be
payable only on deposits up to $1,000;
Increased pay for rural carriers; authority for the experiment of putting
rural carriers of one county In each
state on a contract basis; increase of
$100 annually In the pay of postofflce
and railway mall clerks and letter carriers until the msximum allowed by
law Is reached; authority for
of the salaries of superintendents, their assistants, cashiers and
others, with provision for an additional $1,000,000 expenditure.
Asserting that for the first time
tince its organization by Benjamin
Franklin the Postofflce Department Is
on a
basis. Postmaster
General Burleson submitted to President Wilson hiB annual report. It records cnormouB growth in the department's business because of the parcels
post and postal savings bank divisions.
Mr. Burleson features his report with
an estimate that a surplus of $3,569,-54the second of his administration,
will be shown for the fiscal year of
1914 when all claims and charges have
been met.
a
The legislative program recommended by the postmaster general In part
follows: Early action toward government ownership of telegraph and telephone lines snd Immediate taking over
of these systems in Hawaii, Alaska
and Porto Rico. Substitution of contract "star route" system for salaried
rural carrier service, to eliminate $40,-00annual loss on rural delivery.
cooperation with state governments in
where improvements Insure better postal service.
Of the department's financial condition the report says "The postal revenues for 1914 amounted to $287,934,-565.6an Increase over the preceding
year of slightly less' than 8 as compared with a corresponding Increase
f slightly more than 8
for 1913."
Thrift Shown by Postal Savings.
Washington. In a report to Congress the Postofflce Department
dwells upon the popularity of the postal savings bank system in Colorado.
The large amounts on deposit In various Colorado cities are set forth as
Denver, $401,G30;
follows:
Clippie
"reek, $22,197; Ault, $25,079; Colorado
City, $20,941; Colorado Springs,
Florence, $28,379; Grand Junction, $45,600; Leadvllle. $183,025; Marble, $10,037; Pueblo, $84,991; Victor,
Waatem NVwupspcr t'nlan

Post-offic-

Eggs.
ligns, graded No. 1 net, F.
O. B.

FOR 1914 INCREASED

PER CENT. AMOUNTING
TO $287,934,569.69.

6.2506.75

Bulla

Rye, Colorado,

EMPLOYEES PAY

7.007.65

Stags
5.00O6.60
Feeders and Blockers, good
to choice
6.657.40
Feeders and Blockers, fair

I ami)
Ewes

.

e.75J7.Ii RAISE

to choice
Beef steers, grassera, fair
to good
Heifers, prime, com fed ..
Cowa and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
Cows and belters, cor fed
fair to good
Cowa and heifers, grsssers.
good to choice
Cowg and belters, grsssers,
'sir to good
Cow and heifers, grsssers,
common to fair
Feeding cowa
Veal calves

Good hogs

"Distinctively Individual"
ft yon oewftof sesear Amssmi C(seeSM from
now denlrr. we tvill he plmipd m lend you
three paekoftt potipalé on reret ot 5CV.
At, new Tar k.N Y.
Aédr;, felfas De ill

$7.257.75

Beef steers, corn fed, fair
to good
Beef steers, grsssers, good

the Turkish-blen- d

cigarette. "No Gold Tips,
but finest quality" 20 for 15c.

POSTMASTER
BURLEGENERAL
SON SUBMITS ANNUAL REPORT TO PRESIDENT.

COUNTRY WITHOUT ANY
DECISIVE RESULT.
Beef steers, corn fed, good

A.

A

Poisonous Drug Still Freely Used.

Many people are brought up to believe that coffee is a necessity ot life,
and the strong hold that the drug,
caffeine. In coffee has on the system makes it hard to looseu Its grip
even when one realizes ita Injurious
effects.
i
A lady writes: "I had used coffee
for years; It seemed one of the necessities of life. A few months ago
my health, which had been slowly falling, became more Impaired, and I
knew that unless relief cam trom
some source I would soon be a physical wrack.
"I wss weak and nervous, kad slcbfJV
hesdaches, no ambition, and felt tlreor
of life. My husband waa also losing
his health. He was troubled so much
with indigestion that at tlmea he could
eat only a few mouthfnls.
"Finally we aaw Poatum advertised
and bought a package. I followed directions for making carefully, and
added cream, which tamed It to the
loveliest
and tasting
drink I aver saw served at any table,
and we have used Postum ever since.
"I gained Ova pounds In weight In
as many weeks, and now feel well
and strong la every respect. My
headaches hare gone, and I am a new
My husbands
woman.
Indigestion
has left him, and ha can now est
anything."
Nam given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek. Mich.
Read "The Road to
Wellvllle." In pkga.
Postum comes In two forms:
Regular Poatum must be well
16e aad 25e packages.
boiled
Instant Poetum Is a soluble powder. A teaepoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, make a delicious bev.-agInstantly. 80. and 60c tins.
The cost per cup ot both kinds la
about tha same.
"There's a Reason" for Postum
sold by Grocers.
rich-lookin- g
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Continued.

By the ilgne the land ahead was full
of bandits and ladronea, men to whom
human life waa nothing and a woman
no metre sacred thari a brute. At the

pass all trails converged, from the
north and from the south. Not by any
chance could a man pass over It In the
daytime without meeting some one on
the way, and if the base revoltosos
once set eyes on Gracia It would take
ore thar a nod to restrain them.
So, In a sheltered ravine they sought
cover until It was dark, and while
Oracia slept, the heavy-headeBud
watched the plain from the heights
d

above.
As he watched he dreamed of a
home In which this woman now sleeping beside him was the queen. He
dreamed of years to come with unbounded happiness throughout all of
them. Thoughts of Phil and duty to
his partner were far away. Nothing
on the plain below served to distract
him from this dream of happiness.
As far as he could see there waa
nothing that savored of danger for
the woman in his keeping. There

were no sounds or signs of either
federal or revolutionary troops, from
both of which they were fleeing, and
from both of which he must guard
her. Again they were in a world that
was all their own, an Eden with but
one man and one woman.
For an hour and more Jie watched
and dreamed, and with the dreams
came the desire for sleep, the cry of
nature for rest. Gracia stirred, then
poke softly to him. calling him by
name, and her voice was as music

far

away.
When she awoke and found him nodding Gracia Insisted upon taking his
place. Now that she had been re-

freshed her dark eyes were bright and
parkling, but Bud could hardly see.
Marti e long watching by night and by day
ad left his eyes bloodshot and swol
len, with lids that drooped In spite of
him.
If he did not sleep now he
might dore in the saddle later, or ride
blindly Into some rebel camp; so he
made her promise to call him and lay
down to rest until dark.
The stars were all out when he
awoke, startled by her hand on his
hair, but she reassured him with a
word and led him up the hill to their
lookout H was then that he understood her silence. In the brief hours
during which he had slept the deserted country seemed suddenly to
have come to life.
By daylight there bad been nothing
to suggest the presence of men.
But now as the velvet night settled down upon the land it brought
put the glimmering specks of a hundred camp-fire- s
to the east and to the
north. But the Area to which Gracia
pointed were set fairly in their trail,
and they barred the way to Gadsden.
"Look!" she said. "I did not want
to wako you, but the fires have sprung
up everywhere. These last ones are
tight In the pass."
"When did you see them?" asked
Hooker, his head still heavy with
Bleep.
"Have they been there long?"
"No; only a few minutes," ahe answered. "At sundown I saw those over
to the east they are along the base
of that big black mountain but these
flashed up Just now; and see, there
are more, and more!"
"Some outfit coming in from the
fcrtb," said Bud. "They've crossed
over the pass and oamped at the first
water thia side."
"Who do you think they are?" asked
Gracia in an awed voice. "Insurrectos?"
"Like aa not," muttered Bud. casing
from encampment to encampment
"But whoever they are," he added,
"they're no friends of ours. We've got
to go around them."
"And if ws can't?" suggeated Gracia
"I reckon we'll have to go through,
then," answered Hooker grimly. "We
don't want to get oaught here In the
morning."
"Ride right through their camp?"
gasped Qrscia.
"Let the sentries get to sleep," he
went on, half to himself. "Then, just
before the moon comes up, we'll try to
edge around them, and If It comes to
a showdown, we'll ride for It! Are
you game?"
He turned to read the answer, and
she drew herself up proudly.
"Try mo!" she challenged, drawing
naaror to him in the darkness. And so
they stood, side by side, while their
hands stuped in promise. Then, aa
tbs night grew darker and no new
(rea appeared, Hooker saddlsd up the
wwll-fa- d
horse and they picked their
way down to the trail.
The first fires were far ahead, but
proceeded at a walk, their horses'
'

t

foot falling silently upon the sodden keep a going, and the first maa that Bud!"
ane laid an Impulsive hand
ground. Not a word was spoken and makes a break 111 shoot him full of on his arm and he thrust his gun book
they halted often to listen, for others, holes
Into the Ming with a thud.
too, might be abroad
He sat like a statue on his shining
The distant
"All right!" ho said. "Cant stop to
flres were dying now, except a fow horse, his
balanced to shoot, talk about it. Go ahead and flay the
where men rose to feed them.
and something In his very presence
bide off of that roan!"
The braying of burros came in from the bulk of his body, the forward
They were less than a mile from the
the flats to he right and as the fugi- thrust of his head, and the burning line, but (he rurales bad foreseen their
tives drew i r the first encampment hate of his eyes quelled the spirits ruse In dropping into tke gulcu and
they could bear .he voices of the night of the rebels. They were a rag tag had turned at the same time to interguards as they rode about the horse army, mounted on horma and donkey
cept them. They were pushing their
herd. Then, aa they waited impatient- and mules and with arms of every fresh horses to the utmost now across
ly, the watsk-flre- s
died down, the known make.
tha opon prairie, and as the roan
guards no longer sang their high falIt was Just such an army as was lagged and fullered In his stride Bud
setto, and even the burros were still.
overrunning all northern Mexico, such could see that the race was lost.
This was their opportunity. If they n army as had been levying tribute
"Head for
monument!" he
were to get through thnt line of sleep- on the land for a century. Thoy spread called to (irada,that
pointing toward one
ing men It must be done by stealth. terror throughout all that great coun- of the
International markers as he
Should they be discovered It would try south of the American border.
faced their, pursuers. "You'll make It
mean one man against an army to
The fiery glances of the American
tbey won't shoot a woman!"
protect the woman, and the odds, great made them cringe as they had always
He reached for his gun as he spoke.
as they were, must be taken If need cringed before their masters, and his
"No, no!" she cried.
"Don't you
be.
curses turned their blood to water. He stop! M you do I will! Come on!"
It was approaching the hour of mid- towered above them like a giant, pout she entreated, cheoklng
horse, to
night, and as their horses twitched res- Ing forth a torrent of oaths and beck- wait for him. "You ride her
behind me
tively at the bits they gave them the oning them on their way, and the lead- they won't dare shoot at us then!"
rein and rode ahead at a venture.
er was the first to yield.
Bud laughed shortly and wheeled In
At their left the last embera of the
With hand
and Jaw on behind her, returning his gun to Its
flres revealed the sleeping forms of his breast he struck spurs to his fright- sling.
men; to their right, somewhere In the ened mule and went dashing over the
"All right," he said, "we ll ride it out
darkness, was the nlgbt herd and the ridge.
together then!"
herders. They lay low on their horses'
The others followed by twos and
He laid '" quirt to the roan In the
necks, not to cast a silhouette against threes, some shrinking, some protest- whirl of racing bushes a white monuthe sky, and let Copper Bottom pick ing, some gazing forth villainously ment flashed up suddenly before them.
the trail.
from beneath their broad hats. As they The rurales were within pistol-sho- t
With ears that pricked and swlveled, looked back he whirled upon them and and whipping like mad to head them.
and delicate nostrils snuffing the Mex- swore he would kill the first man that Another figure came flying along the
ican taint, he plodded along through dared to turn his head.
line, a horseman, waving his hands
the greasewood, divining by Borne In
After all, they were a generation of and motioning. Then, riding aide by
stlnct his master's need of care. The slaves, those
unthinking side, they broke across the boundary
camp wai almost behind them, and peons, and war had not made them with the baffled rurales yelling savageBud had straightened up in the sad- brave.
They passed on, the whole ly at their heels.
dle, when suddenly the watchful Cop- line of bewildered soldiery, looking in
"Keep a going!" prompted Hooker,
per Bottom Jumped and a man rose up vain for the men that were behind the as Gracia leaned back to check her
from the ground.
American, staring blankly at the beau- horse; "down Into the gulch there"Who goes there?" he mumbled, tiful woman who sat so courageously them rurales are liable to shoot yet!"
swaying sleepily above his gun, and by hk side.
The final dash brought them to
Hooker reined his horse away before
When the last had gone by Bud cover, but as Bud leaped down and
he gave him an answer.
picked up his rifle and watched htm
"None of your business," he growled around the point.
Then he smiled
Impatiently. "I am going to the pass." grimly at Grada, whose eyes were still
And as the sentry stared stupidly after round with wonder, and led the way
bim he rode on through the bushes, down the trail.

f
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neither hurrying nor halting until be
gained the trail.
CHAPTER XXVIII.
"Good luck!" he observed '.o Gracia,
when the camp was far behind. "He
The high pass and the Insurrectos
took me for an officer and never saw were behind them now and the rolling
you at all."
plains of Agua Negra were at their
"No, I flattened myself on my pony," feet. To the northeast the Bmoke bananswered Gracia with a laugh. "He ners of the Gadsden smelters lay like
"
thought you were leading a
ribbons across the sky. and the line
was not far away.
"Good," chuckled Hooker; "you did
Yet, as they came down from the
fine! Now, don't say another word
mountains. Bud and Gracia fell silent
because they'll notice a woman's voice and slackened their slashing pace. The
and If we don't run Into some more timo for parting was near, and partof them we'll soon be climbing the ings are always sad.
pass."
But ten miles across the plain lay
They bad passed through some per- Gadsden and Phil Phil to whom Grailous moments, but Gracia had hardly cia was promised. There had been no
realized the danger because of the as- thoughts of him from the time they
surance of Hooker, who was careful sat together under the
not to frighten her unnecessarily. But waiting for the rain to pass until now
It was an assurance which he bad not that the dangers were virtually over,
felt himself, and he was not yet cer- and but a short time more would place
tain of their safety.
them beyond the reach of either ruThe waning moon came out as they rales or rebels. Bud thought of the
left the wide valley behind them, and duty he owed his partner, even though
then It disappeared again as they rode that partner had played him false.
Into the gloomy sliadowB of the can- Great as was his longing for Gracia,
yon. For an hour or two they plodded he could not forget that duty. Their
slowly upward, passing through nar- companionship had been but a thing
row tiefiles and into moonlit epaces, to forget if he could, or at best he
and still they did not mount the sum- could only remember the sweetness
mit.
of It, and must forget the dreams he
In the cast the dawn began to break had dreamed as he watched beside
and tbey spurred on In almost a panic. Gracia In the hills. He was taking her
The Mexican paisanos count them- to Phil, and all else must be sacrificed
selves late if they do not take the trail for duty.
at sunup what If they should meet
Bud looked far out across the valley
some straggling party before they to where a train puffed In from the
reached the pass?
south, and the sight of it made him unBud Jumped Copper Bottom up a easy. He watched still as it lay at the
steps;
Gracia's roan came station and, after a prolonged stare in
series of cat
scrambling behind; and then. Just aa the direction of Agua Negra, he reined
the boxed walls ended and they gained sharply to the north.
a level spot, they suddenly found them"What is it?" asked Gracia, coming
selves in the midst of a camp of Mex- out of her reverie.
icans men. saddles, packs, anu rifles,
"Oh, nothing," answered Bud, slumpall scattered at their feet.
ing down in his saddle. "I see the rail"Buenos dtas!" saluted Bud, as the road is open again they might be
blinking men rose up from their somebody up there looking for us."
blankets. "Excuse me, amigos, I am
"You mean "
in a h'irry!"
"Well, say a bunch of rurales."
A donde va?" chal"A donde va?
He turned still farther to the north
lenged a bearded man as he spraug up as he spoke and spurred his Jaded
from his brush shelter.
horse on. Gracia kept her roan be"To the pass, senor," answered Hook- side him, but be took no notice, exer, still politely, but motioning for cept aa he scanned the line with his
Gracia to ride on ahead. "Adlos!"
bloodshot eyes. He was a
man now, with a rough stubble of
"Who Is that man?" bellowed the
bearded leader, turning furiously upon beard on his face and a sullen set to
"Where Is my senti- his jw.' As two horsemen rode ost
his followers.
from dlstaut Agua Negra he turned
nel? Stop him!"
But it was too late to stop him. Bud and glanced at Gracia.
laid his quirt across the rump of the
"Seems like we been on the run
roan and spurred forward In a dash for ever since we left Fortuna," he said
cover. They whisked around the point with a rueful smile. "Are you good
of a hill as the first scattered shots for Just one more?"
rang out ; and. as a frightened sentinel
"What is It now?" ahe Inquired
Jumped up In their path Bud rode him pulling herself together with an effort.
down. The man dropped his gun to "Are those two men coming out to
escapo the fury of the charge and In meet us? Do you think they'd stop
a mad clatter they flung themselves us?"
and scrambled to the
at a rock-slid- e
"That's about our luck," returned
bench above. The path was rocky, Hooker. "But when we dip out of sight
but thoy pressed forward at a gallop In this swale here we'll turn north and
until, as the sun came up, they beheld bit for the line."
"All right," she agreed. "My horse
the summit of the pass.
"We win!" cried Hud, as he spurred is tired, but I'll do whatever you say.
up the last Incline.
Bud."
As he looked over the top be exShe tried to catch bis eyes at this,
ploded In an oath and Jerked Copper tut he seemed lost in contemplstion of
Bottom back on his haunches. The the horsemen.
loader of a long line of horsemen was
"Them's rurales." he said at last,
Just coming up the other side there "and heading straight for us but
was no escape and then back at the we've come too far to get caught now.
frightened girl.
Come on!" be added bruskly, sud weul
"Keep behind ine." he commanded, galloping up the swale.
"and don't shoot. I'm going to hold
For two miles they rode up the
wash, their heads below the level of the
'em up!"
He Jumped his horse out to ons side plain, but as Bud emerged at the mouth
and landed squarely on sit - rim of the of the guien and looked warily over
ridge. Gracia drew her horse in be- the cut bank he suddenly reached tor
hind him and reached for the pistol in his rlflo and measured the distance to
her bolster; then both together they the line.
drew their guns and Bud threw down
"They waa too foxy for me." be muton the first man.
tered, us Gracia looked over at the
"Go on!" be ordered, motioning higa approaching rurales. "But I can stand
'em off," hs added, "so you go ahead."
forward with his head;
Hs Jerked out his rifle with bit left
"No!" she cried, coming out In open
rebellion. . "Well, I won't leave you
hand and, laid It across his lap.
"Hurry up now," he raged, as the that's all!" she declared, as he turned
startled Mexican halted. "Go 00 and to command her. "Ob, come along.
s

hard-lookin-

MAKING CORNED
RECIPE

THAT

It

BEEF

RECOMMENDED

da.

"Oh, my dear girl!" cried De Lancer, frowning In bis perplexity, "you
don't understand, and you make It aw- Msst From Fst Animals Better Than
ful hard for me. You know they're
Than From Poor Proportion of
very strict now so many low women
Ssit Is a Highly Impor
coming across the line, for well, the
tant Matter.
fact Is, unless you are married you
can't come In at all!"
The pieces commonly usod for corn"But I'm fni" protested Gracia
ing are the plate, rump, cross ribs and
flushing hotly. "I'm"
, brisket, or In other words the cheaper
"They'll deport you," said De
stepping forward to give her sup- cuts of- - meat. The loin, ribs and otugr
fancy cuts are more often used fresh,
port
"I know It's hard, dear," he went and since there is more or less waste
on, as Bud moved hastily away, "but of nutrients in corning, this Is well.
I've got It all arranged. Why should The pieces for corning should be cut
Joints, sayf five
we wait? You camo to marry me. Into convenient-sizedidn't you? Well, you must do It now or six Inches square. ft should be the
right away ! I've got the license and aim to cut them all about the same
the priest all watting come on before thickness so that thoy will make an
.
the rurales get back to town and re- even layer In the barrel.
Meat
from
fat animals makes
port that you've crossed the line. We
can ride around to the north and come choicer corned beef than that from
poor
In at the other side of town.
Then oughlyanimals. When the meat is thorcooled Jt should be corned as
"Oh, no, no!" cried Gracia, pushing soon as possible, as any decay th the
meat is likely to spoil
during
him impulsively
aside.
"I am not the corning procees. the brine
Under n cirready now. And "
cumstances Bhould the meat be brined
She paused and glanced at Bud.
while It is frozen.
"Mr. Hooker," she began, walking
Weigh out the meat and allow eight
gently toward him, "what will you do
pounds
of salt to each 100 pounds
?"
now
of
"I don't know," answered Hooker sprinkle a layer of salt
an Inch In depth over the bottom of
huskily.
"Will you come with us will you" the barrel; pack In as closely as pos"No," said Bud, shaking his head sible the cuts of meat, making a layer
Ave or six Inches In thickness; then
slowly.
put on a layer of salt, following that
I
good-by?"Then must say
with another layer of meat; repeat
She waited, but he did not answer.
the meat and salt have all been
"You have been so good to me," she until
packed In the barrel, care being used
went on, "so brave, and have I been to reserve
salt enough for a good layer
brave, too?" she broke In pleadingly
over
top. After the package has
Hooker nodded his head, but he did stood the
add for every 100
not meet her eyes.
pounds of meat, four pounJs of sugar,
"Ah, yes," she sighed. "You have two
ounces of baking soda and four
heard what Phil has said. I wish now ounces of saltpeter
dissolved in a
that my mother were here, but would
of tepid water. Three gallons
you mind? Before I go I want to give
more water should be sufficient to
you a kiBs!"
cover this quantity. In case more or
She reached out her hands lmpul less than 100 pounds of meat is to be
sively and Hooker started back. His corned, make the
brine in the proporeyes, which had been downcast, blazed tion given.
A loose board cover,
suddenly as he gazed at her, and then weighted down with a heavy
stone or
they flitted to Phil.
piece of iron, should bo put on the
"No," he said, and his voice was life- meat, to keep all
of it under the brine.
less and choked.
In case any should project, rust would
"You will not?" she asked, after a start and the brine would spoil In
a
pause.
short time.
"No!" he said again, and she shrank
It is not necessary to boll the brine
away before hift glance.
.
except in warm weather. If the meat
good-by,"
turnshe murmured,
"Then
haB been
during the winter and
ing away like one in a dream, and Bud must be corned
kept Into the summer
heard the crunch of her steps as she It would be well to watch theseason.
went toward the horses with Phil closely during the spring, as is brine
it more
Then, as the tears welled to his eyes, likely to spoil at that time than
at ány
he heard a resounding slap and a rush other season. If
appears to
the
brine
of approaching feet.
be ropy or does not drip freely from
"No!" came the voice of Gracia the finger when immersed and lifted,
vibrant with Indignation. "I say no! fl should be turned off and new brine
The spat of her hand rang out again added, after cnrefully washing the
and then, with a piteous sobbing. sh meat. The sugar or
molasses In the
came running back to Bud, halting brine has a tendency to
ferment and,
long
ride.
with the Btiffness ol her
unless the brine is kept in a cool
"I hate you!" ahe screamed, as Phil place, there is sometimos
trouble from
came after her. "Oh, I hate you! No this source. The meat should be kept
you shall never have the kiss! What! in the brine twenty-eigh- t
to forty days
If Bud here has refused it, will I give to secure thorough corning.
Andrew
you
.poor,
you?
to
miserable
Ah.
a kiss
Boss, Agriculturist, University Farm,
wheeling
upot St. Paul.
creature!" she cried,
him in a sudden fit of passion. "Where
were you when I was in danger!
German Pot Roast.
Where were you when there was nc
Boil slowly in salted water enough
one to save me? And did you think to cover it, a piece of lean
weighthen, to steal a kiss, when my heart ing about three pounds. Inbeef
water
the
You
Ah,
coward!
was Bore for Bud?
with the beef boll a small carrot, one
are no fit pardner! No, will nevoi onion, two slices of turnip and a leaf
marry you never! Well, go then! or two of cabbage
until they are tenAnd hurry! Oh, how I hate you t der. Remove the vegetables
and let
try to steal me from Bud!"
the meat simmer until all the water
threw
her
armt has cooked away, allowing
She turned and
the meat to
about Hooker's neck and drew bii brown well, turning It frequently. Then
rough face down to ber.
chop half a cupful of fat salt pork
"You do love me, don't you, Bud?" finely and add to
it a cupful of flour
she sobbed. Oh, you are so good
and milk to make a batter as for panso brave! And now will you take th cakes.
Roll the roast around in the
kiss?"
batter and return It to the kettle. Pour
"Try me!" said Bud.
a little water In the bottom of the ketTHE BND.
tle and place. In a hot oven to brown
the crust well. Serve with a gravy
WORLD'S WONDER IN OREGON made fro 31 the liquid remaining In the
kettle when the roast Is done. MotheHottest Springs on Earth Said to Hsvt r'-' Magazine.
Been Locatad Seventy Miles
From Portland.
Sugar Cookies.
Two pounds sugar, one cupful butSpring hot enough to cook beam ter, one egg, one cupful clabbered
and boil eggs In three minutes have cream, one teaspoonful soda, one
been found within a short distance 01
vanilla extract, one, teunnnn.
Portland, Ore. They are on the Clack, ful lemon extract, one teaspoonful
amaa river, 30 miles south of His ta Daklng powder; flour to roll sort. Mix
cada and 70 miles from Portland.
as for cake, 'beating soda into the
These springs are 60 In number cream and sprinkle sugar over the top
and one throws out a stream seven and bake in very slow oven. If the
Inches In diameter. The springs have dough is allowed to atrnd 15 to 20 minbeen known to the Indiana for many utes before being rolled and the hoard
A French halfbreed named
years.
and rolling pin are well floured tbey
Michel Arquetto, a trapper, hearing aa can be handled much softer than would
speak
Molalla
tribe
old Indian of the
be imagined and a better cooky will
of hot springs this side of the range, result.
made an investigation and found
tbem.
German Hamburg Steak.
The springs are supposed to be the
Take one pound of bam burg stoak,
hottest In the world MO degrees. half a loaf of atale bread which has
Beans have been cooked In the larg- been soaked Id hot water ami the waer spring with the sams dispatch at ter pressed out two cold boiled potSr
on a stove. Eggs, enceased in a mesh toes which have been run through the
of any kind, have been cooked In three moat chopper, one small minced onion,
minutes. Even flan have been caught salt and poppor and two eggs. Mix
in the Clackamas river and without all together, shake into small round
being taken off the line have been cakes and fry In hot fat
Mother's
dropped Into the spring and In a very Magaslne.
brief time cooked to a turn.
The waters come from solid rock
Ironing Towels.
Many persons Iron towels, fold them
snd are strongly Impregnated with
salts, but not of sufficient strength and put away before they are thorto maks tb taste objectionable.
oughly dry. This Is an error and
Many stories are told by the Indiana sometimes leads to results not exwith regard to tha wonderful proper- pected. In their damp condition there
ties of those springs and they have Is a mold which forms 00 them, one
been known to cross the mountains variety of which Is very Injurious to
from the reservation on the other side the skin.
to bathe In tba waters of tha "Big
Hole," as tbey call It.
Tomato Short Cake.
Cover large layers of spilt short
Prater loss before unjust gala; for crust with cream of tomato sauce or
that brings grief but qbos; this tor prepare unstrained tomatoes tbo same
vsr. CtUo.
as for sauce and servo over the crust.
Lan-cey-

one-quart-
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horse-blanket-

but seriously!" protested De
Lancoy, as Bud chuckled hoarsely.
"You can't cross the line without being
passed by the Inspectors, and well,
your father is there to get you back."
"But I will not go! " filing back Gra-

Gracia

Watched Them With Jealous
Eyes.

took inicia in his arms the roan
spread his feet, trembled, and dropped
heavily to the ground.
"He'll be all right," boothed Bud, aa
Gracia still clung to hla arm. Then,
as he suw her gaze fixed beyond him,
he turned and beheld Philip De In-ceyIt was the same Phil, the same man
Bud had called pardner, and yet
when Hooker saw him there he stiffened and his face grew hard.
"Well?" he said, slowly detaching

Gracin's lingers and putting her hand
away.

As Phil ran forward to greet tbem
he stepped sullenly off to one side.
What they said he did not know, for
his mind was suddenly a blank: but
when Phil rushed over and wrung his
hand he came back to earth with a

start.
"Bud!" cried De Itnct-- ecstatlcal
ly, "how can I ever thank you enough!
You brought her back to me, didn't
you, old man? Thank God you're safe
I've, been watching for you with
heard you had
glasses ever since
I knew
you would do It
started!
partner; you're the best friend a man
bad! But say, come over here a
hit
want to speak to you."
minute
He led Hooker off to one side, whdle
Grada watched them with Jealous
eyes, and lowered his voice as be
I

1

spoke.

"It wae awful good of you, Bud," he
whispered, "hut I'm afraid you've got
in bad! The whole town la era?. y about
It. Old Aragón came up on the first
train, and now they've wired that you
killed Del Rey. By Jove, Bud, waan't
that pulling It a little strong? Captain
of the rurales, you know the whole
Mexican government Is behind htm
and Aragón wants you for kidnaping!"
"What's that?" demanded Gracia, as
she heard her own name spoken.
Bud looked at Phil, who for ones
wss at a loss for words, suit then be
answered slowly.
"Your father is down at tha station."
he said, "looking for you."
"Well, he can't have me!" cried Gracia defiantly. "I'm across the line
now!
I'm free!, I can do what I
please!"
"But there's the Immigration office."
Interposed Phil pacifically. "You will
have to go there and your father has
claimed you were kidnaped!"
"Ha! Kidnaped!" laughed Gracia,
who had suddenly recovered her
spirits. "And by whom?"
"Wellby Bud here," answered lie
Lance y hesitatingly.
Gracia turnad aa he spoke and surveyed Hooker with s mocking smile.
Then she luugned again.
"Never mind,," ahe said, "I'll fix that.
Ill UU them tht I kidnaped html"
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Real Christmas Bargains That Will Appeal

j

With Christmas only a short time ahead of us and new
goods arriving we have but one alternate and that is
to put on a sale unknown before in this section. The

.".Christmas Suggestions.'.

Masons Fancy I lb boxes candies,
regular price 70c, special- - now 65c

Fancy hand dipped chocolates, regular price 35c, special per lb
30c

Masons Fancy
lb boxes candies
regular price 35c, special now 30c

Lemon and Hoarhound stick candy,
regular 20c seller, per lb
18c

Funke's Superfine chocolate covered fruits and nuts in boxes, regular
price 65c, our special now
60c

d
Funke and Ziegler's lemon,
and peppermint drops, regular price 25c per lb, special now 24c

Expert Peanut Fudge, regular price
25c, special to the trade per lb 22c

Kindergarten mixed candy, Winter
mixed, Jelly beans, reg. 20c now 18c

Fancy Chocolate chips 40c now 35c

Peanuts regular 20c now lb

i-

-2

"

25c GUM

6 Packages

Dolls, Toys, Assortment of books by the best authors

Amas and New Year Post Cards Ic each

Toilet Waters, Kodaks, Toilet Articles
Before selecting your Christmas gift call and
look over our stock. Courteous treatment to all
and satisfaction guaranteed at the

hoar-houn-
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SPECIALS
of Assorted Gum For

RED CROSS PHARMACY
Successors to

CIMARRON DRUG & STATIONARY CO.

16c

uuuttiuiuuummuiAUiiuuuuuiiuuuuuiiuutuiuu

Candies
Cigars
Perfumes

(

prices quoteo are so low that you can afford to buy an3 we to sell
Our goods are strictly fresh, that's the only kind we sell in fact.

Cin,arron

N.w Mexico

uu

25c

6 Packages of chewing gum in the following assortments: Wrigleys
Double Mint, Spear Mint, Juicy Fruit, Yucatan, Sweet Sixteen,
Calfornia Fruit and Mint Marbles.
Package goods, sold all over at 5c straight, now 6 for 25c in the following assortments, Funke's Big Jo Peanut, Nut Figlets, Nut Goodies, Ideal
Fancy Caromels, Hersheys Plain Dhocolate and Almond Bars, Bonito Honte
Carlo Bars, Bonito Almond Chocolate and Lunch Bars, Millers Peanut Bar
Fresh English Walnuts en route from California, special per pound 26c
Pastry Goods, Fruit Cakes and Plum Puddings should be ordered early
All 5c

WEBER'S LUNCH ROOM AND BAKERY
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Mr. Zastrow of Rayado transacted business in this city,

First class beds at the Antlers
hotel, furnace beat, 50c, 75c and

Xmas Chimney

fl.OO.

At
Mr. Christian motored over from
Colfax, Wednesday on a combined

business and pleasure visit.
Meals at all hours are served at
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

J. D. Hagadorn departed Tuesday for Denver on a business mis
sion.

John Weber, Sr., and
Mis!; Rosina, arrived in
Friday from Morristown,
spend the winter with

ML

daughter
Cimarron

L

Church

December

Minn., to

24

relatives

here.
H. R. Blakely and family who
moved to Oregon last spring are
now located on the French tract on
their farm. Mr. Blakely was contracting in Cimarron and left here
to batter himself. He reports that
conditions are very quiet in the

Christmas eve. December 34. a
program will be rendered at the M.
. Church
by the young folk of
the various organizations connected with the church. Recitations,
singing and speaking will comprise
the program. The program will
not include a Christmas tree this
year, but a chimney in lieu thereof.
A cordial invitation is extended
to all who care to attend these

H. A. Kiker of Raton is spend
ing the week in Cimarron with the northwest.
Dr. Locke our Springer dentist,
members of his family.
informs us that owing to other engagements, it will be impossible
E. . Cloutbier of Miami was a (or him to come to
Cimarron this
business visitor in Cimarron on month; but be will be with us agnin
The News is working for you and
Tuesday.
an. 3rd to 10th. Offi-- e with Dr. the community every week. What
Masten.
are YOU, not the other fellow, doing for it
Swastika coal, the most heat for
your
Remember
and
friends
send
l)
vour money, sold y J. W. Swear
them post card views of the Cimarob Printing at the
ron Canon. Sold at the leading
tores at 2 for 5 cents.
News at right prices
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Webster,
Jr., departed Tuesday for an ex
tended visit in Chicago.
1
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F. J. Aagadorn of the Rayado
ranch was a business visitor in
Cimarron, Tuesday.

jlisDlltUssOSBinK

Stanley Chase shipped a car of
yearling steers to the Kansas City
markets on Wtdnesday.

The Waste of War
The war that low engulfs Europe is only a preface to the story of sorrow anil
olation that will follow.

des-

rue lives tbat are lost, the cities that are destroyed ai.d the resources that are
wasted will kave their greatest effect upon future generations

Until the last chapter is reached there will be a story of stagnant industries,
homes, barren fields and fatherless children.
While this great conflict of waste ia being waged
Battles of Peace.

we

en-at- e

Americans are fighting the

An army of 150,000 men and women enlisted in the ranks of the Bell System servea
the telephone wants of the American public.

Over 6000 of these people work right here in the seven mountain states avery day
of the yaar.

The mercury on Monday night
dropped down to zero. This is the
lowest temperature recorded to
date this year.

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices
Christmas Breakfast
Grape Fruit

Oranges

Cimarron Heat Market's Home Made Sausage
Fresh Eggs,
Ham or Bacon

Mackerel,
Dr. Locke gives you dentistry
and all of bis
work is fully guaranteed. His next
visit to Cimarron will be Jan. 3 to
10. Office with Dr. Masten.

that is

The business men are reporting
a brisk holiday trade taking into
consideration the conditions of the
country in general.
F.

Achilles, a successful
farmer on the French tract, attend
ed to business in Cimarron, Thursday. He brought in a load of
wheat which ht disposed of here.
U-

Christmas Dinner
Oxtail Soup

Turkey with Oyster Dressing
Roast Beef Roast Veal Roast Lamb Roast Pork
Geese

Cranberries
Lettuce

,

Chickens

Ducks

Sweet Potatoes
Radishes

Cauliflower

That Delicious Pascal Celery

Mince Pie made of our own make Mince Meat
Grapes Pears Bananas Apples Calif. Lemons
All poultry should be ordered a few days ahead

Hours of Delivery:

9 a. m. and 3 p. m.

TELEPHONE 47

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Have your dental work done by
by a dentist you know, whose work
will please you, and wfose prices
are reasonable. Dr. Locke will be
in Cimarron again Jan. 3 to 10.

Cimarron Meat Market

